Current Release Of Graphitii Makes Waves, As Premium Guide &
Walk-Thru Released By IM Expert HanifQ
New Graphitii App launch causes worldwide discussion in the digital marketing review
underground, as unique bonus package introduced by eMarketing Champs. Snapchat
Introduces QR-Style Snapcodes To Open Links In The App.
New Graphitii App launch causes worldwide discussion in the digital marketing review underground,
as unique bonus package introduced by eMarketing Champs. Snapchat Introduces QR-Style
Snapcodes To Open Links In The App.Milwaukee, United States - March 14, 2017 /MarketersMedia/
-- The global launch of Graphitii creates excitement among IM review professionals by promising to
help marketers create cinema-graph-style videos.
Hanif Quentino, founder of eMarketing Champs, has released a complete review and premium
bonus for the Graphitii App, which can be viewed on his site:
[+]http://emarketingchamps.com/graphitii-tool/
Mr. Quentino is considered an authoritative Graphitii review expert, due to his comprehensive
experience with conversion rate optimization and user engagement methods. Mr. Quentino suggests
that Graphitii users take advantage of Snapchat's latest marketing features.
Snapchat is known for its very targeted audience of people that like to share very unique digitally
altered pictures through their app. They became famous for this, and for the simple reason that the
application does not store any of the pictures. This focus on taking pictures has led them to coming
up with a QR code way of marketing. It involves snapping a picture, of course, and by using what
they call Snapcodes, they will make it possible to open a link to a person's website.
Essentially, if one can snap a picture of the Snapcodes, the application will do the rest. It's also easy
to do. This is a setting within the application itself that allows users to create them in just seconds.
The process has only a few steps. Once a person has clicked Create Snapcode, they will then paste
the website URL and add an image that will also be seen in the QR code that will be displayed. This
is going to be saved into their camera role, and they can put this on photos, such as ones that are
embedded on their website, or even posted on Facebook. Once they see the snap code, and they
take a picture of it, it will ask them if they would like to go to that URL. It will also provide tracking
features and analytics, making this a very unique way to market products and services online.
Time will tell in regard to its overall popularity and whether or not this will lead to sales. It is definitely
a novel idea, as with anything that Snapchat tends to do. It will likely produce many initial advertisers
that will try it out in order to see what happens. It may be a very popular way of advertising that can
help many businesses and individuals make money.
Mr Quentino's comprehensive Graphitii bonus and review can be accessed on his official site:
http://emarketingchamps.com/graphitii-tool/
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